
ARE YOU MAKING THE MOST  
OF EXTERNAL FUNDING?
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Asset and sustainability teams in social housing are feeling the pinch of continual 
cuts in funding. The RE:NEW Support Team is acutely aware that many 
sustainability projects which may have got off the ground two or three years ago are 
now being shelved due to lack of capital funds.

The good news is that funding is still out there for energy efficiency measures - if 
you know where to look!
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Research

The Energy Companies Obligation (ECO) funding was recently streamlined to include  
 just two schemes:

1  CERO, or the Carbon Emissions Reduction Obligation, is there to promote primary measures, 
including roof and wall insulation and connections to district heating systems. Some CERO 
must also be delivered in rural areas. You can access CERO to fund cavity wall, loft and 
external solid wall insulation programmes. This fund covers social housing landlords.

2  HHCRO, the Home Heating Cost Reduction Obligation promotes measures which improve the 
ability of low income and vulnerable household to heat their homes. This includes actions that 
result in heating savings, such as the replacement or repair of a boiler.

The current funding round ends in 2018, and Government recently announced, in the Clean 
Growth Strategy, that ECO will continue to 2028.

How to apply:
1  Use the existing relationships with the energy companies of your planned and preventative 

maintenance, repairs or investment contractors
2 Contact the energy companies’ ECO teams directly through their websites
3  Contact the RE:NEW Support Team which meets regularly with the Big 5’s ECO teams and can 

facilitate funding applications within RE:NEW’s support services.

Recent research by the Energy Saving Trust shows that there could be over 5 million cavity 
walls left to fill across the country. Our case study below shows how one housing organisation has 
recently accessed ECO funding for a fully funded solution, targeting around 3,000 properties with 
suspected empty or partially-filled cavity walls.
 
Funding is still around for all kinds of energy efficiency measures. Here we explain the major 
funding streams available and how to access them.

ECO
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The National Grid subsidiary Affordable Warmth Solutions has made £150M of funding available to 
tackle fuel poverty. The Warm Homes Fund is split into three tranches, with the first round already 
closed, and the second round opening on 27 November 2017. Click here for more information. 
The fund is split into three broad categories:

•  Category 1: Urban homes and communities – covering new gas heating systems which provide 
space heating and domestic hot water and include heat network solutions.

•  Category 2: Rural homes and communities – primarily focuses on ‘non-gas’ solutions for rural, 
off-gas grid properties, which may include air source heat pumps, oil and LPG.

•  Category 3: Specific energy efficient/health related solutions – may involve national or regional 
programmes which bring together relevant organisations and charities to promote energy 
efficiency and health related programmes in relation to fuel poverty.

How to apply:
1 Bids can be submitted via the Affordable Warmth Solutions website
2  Existing RE:NEW clients can contact the RE:NEW Support Team for help in developing and 

submitting a bid. This is particularly relevant for clients who have recently undertaken CROHM 
analyses and are looking for additional funding to make SAP improvement schemes viable.

Warm Homes Fund

Renewable Heat Incentive
The Feed-in Tariff, a government subsidy for installing solar photovoltaics, comes to an end in 
2019. It has proved very successful in bringing solar PV to market maturity and slashing its cost. 
Solar PV remains a very good way of improving SAP scores.

Did you know that the government has another, similar subsidy for increasing market take-up of 
heat pumps and other renewable heat sources? Rates for ground source and air source heat 
pumps recently went up, and for the right properties are high enough to pay off capital costs in the 
same way the Feed-in Tariff did some years ago. Heat pumps have wide applications, for example 
in rural properties or replacing electric storage heaters. There are significant benefits from heat 
pumps, including improved SAP scores, reduced carbon emissions, reduced tenant fuel bills and 
reducing fuel poverty.

You can run scenarios for your homes to see what kind of income you will receive for installing 
heat pumps on this link: https://renewable-heat-calculator.service.gov.uk/

How to apply:
1 Heat pumps should be installed to meet OFGEM requirements, and an application then made 
to OFGEM for the Renewable Heat Incentive.
2 Contact the RE:NEW Support Team for help in developing and understanding the business case 
for installing heat pumps in your portfolio, and the likely RHI subsidy you will receive.
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Case Study

Following a CROHM analysis in early 2017, Family Mosaic (now part of Peabody) discovered that 
it had many properties with untreated cavities and with loft insulation below 150mm. The cost of 
filling these was estimated at over £2M at a time of increasing budgetary pressures. 

Family Mosaic worked with a 100% ECO funded cavity wall installer to treat their unfilled and 
partially filled cavities. The resulting cavity wall programme is 100% ECO funded and should 
eventually fill over 3000 cavities and around 1000 lofts.

The cavity programme complements a solid wall insulation programme run by Family Mosaic in 
East London. It will treat around 250 properties with EWI. This also attracts ECO funding which 
subsidises the programme by around 10%.
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